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Designed based on many years of teaching experience, this must-have book contains input from

several master teachers throughout the Southeast. Ample pages of large tablature & chord

diagrams - easy to write on and easy to read. Also included are handy reference materials such as

commonly played chords and scales, lesson logs, and manuscript paper. Full guitar neck diagrams

give plenty of room for the teacher to write out longer scales or riffs. Pages are perforated for easy

tear-out, and the book lays flat for writing. And there's even a useful "tip" on every tablature page.

The Guitarist's Tablature Book helps the teacher spend more time teaching and less time writing!

It's a valuable and useful tool for all guitar players, whether they're teachers, students, or

professionals.
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I have been using this book for years. It has everything I need to work with my private guitar

students.95% of what I use is the tab - about the first half of the book. There is a great 2-page chord

reference towards the back of the book. The book also has 2 pages of blank chord diagrams and 2

more pages of blank guitar necks (1-octave) - all useful stuff. I ignore the scales presented - I prefer

my own book.My students like having one place where every tab we've done is located.Great book.

There really isn't much that can be added to the product description. It's not just blank tablature

pages. In the back are handy scale and chord references. It's a Peter Vogl book which gives it



credibility. I've got 10 of his other books which are fantastic! I highly recommend anything by Peter

Vogl.

Just blank tab with some random comments at the bottom of each page that aren't always valuable

and are sometimes even debatable. There's an end section of just regular music staff paper and

that is too close together to fit the lowest guitar notes. Mostly this book is just blank pages that aren't

laid out especially well. I'd recommend just blanksheetmusic dot net or something like that, just print

out stuff. Otherwise, there are other tab books that are cheaper and better laid out than this.

The book was bought for learning purposes but it wasn't really very informative. For a student that

can already read tabs I'm sure it's fine but for the family member learning it wasn't a lot of use.

This is one of the better tablature books. The print is big, compared to some where the lines are so

close together you have to write small. Plus, it has a good listing of chords in the back

This book all you need. Highly recommend this for practice. I knew zjp aboit tablature and will learn

it. I am used to reading music soooooo...its a whole new world
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